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Metaphysical poetry
The poem style is highly intellectualized; abstract, deep and advanced. All poems have conceits.
Comparing two unlikely things into a complex logic, conclusion of that make these poems very rare.
Metaphysical poem means that using intellect and imagination in a deeper way than other texts.
Abstract ideas and logical system is more important than the language. These poems are arranged in
difficulty to read them or the process of thinking out the specific idea when creating them.

The blue sky problem
"A Blue sky represents the ocean, small clouds for islands and larger for continents. Their moving
proves the continent drift. A volcano sees in the mirror, which is active on days, until molten lava will
solidifies into islands. Against the night; the mirror is living. Small stars shines up, but do not ever
trust a mirror, for a mirror always lies and hearts is bigger than this mirror show "- Rasmus J.W

Humans are amphibians
"Certainly we live in a material; external world, which abilities to observe things, people and quantify
the world with the body and follow Galileo's observations in the outer. But at the same time we are
living alone in a deep internal perceived world, in water and the only person that hear you inside is
you. The dualism of light and dark is a link between object and subject. We are psychophysical,
indivisibility units, similar we are amphibians." - Rasmus J.W

Turtle: the future of our species
"A Shell hides the soul, for enemies on land, like turtles life. In the water, both of us are afraid to be
alone. Even if we born in the dark, we go into the bright side with hazards until we are two. So the
land needs, to find the love."- Rasmus JW

Continents is a man
"A rainfall is dry, cause we drowns by an ocean, a small red ocean that protects a heart, as the red sea
in the center of continents. More to Arctic and Antarctic, coldness comes out, like head and feet. If
some disappear, then our life will drowns away. - Rasmus J.W
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Thunders to spirit
”The storm, in the heart’s ocean, takes into life. The first hit, was birth. These thunders in the blue will
drowning us to spiritual, cause every hit make us in life”- Rasmus J.W.

Eye planets
”Two homo-spheres, orbits the love by its gravity. Some are blue as ocean, brown as Sahara or green
as Amazona. Sometimes it rains and the love dries them, for the surviving to not drown.”- Rasmus
J.W.

Mozart & flying turtle
The darkness; an emotional space room, filled of pressure, in a constantly falling in ocean. But there is
no falling; the secret is a flight with the love. “- Rasmus J.W

The tree of love
"See it grow. In a space of its life, With roots filled of strength. Lips make it juicy. Breathe, for it
alive. A coldness make it fragile, an heat make it exhausted which is so uniquely, cause this tree will
still survive”- Rasmus J.W

The end of a functional model of a fictional universe
”From ours, we cannot know. Maybe we see a Spherical universe behind ours, filled by magnetism
that makes metallic object planets to governed by coherent laws. Maybe you see coldness, from liquid
oxygen on a surface, which has magnetic attraction to hold a secret in the water of living humans.
These animals may living alone in darkness and only hear a single voice; inner thoughts. "- Rasmus
W.J.

Mind-body problem
”The room itself; dark and vacuum, are the only place that is infinity to be, in the inner. The body are
the cage to a butterfly house. Everything in the outer has limitations for what we observe but not in
itself, of every mind we flying in darkness of love, fantasy, dreams and thoughts for a conscious life.
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Nature law of love
"Love is the first attempted gravitation. It governed by coherent laws of dreams and belongs in every
space it pass. Let us dream and the gravity goes to a hole, which make it stronger to leave, cause the
end of love is not visible. - Rasmus J.W

The speed in dreams
“Dreams are weightless; faster than light. The Space it pass, covers in darkness from black stars, the
memban to Cosmos. Out of it, lights come, until it disappears in dream space. Both sides with same
darkness and lights, even if they removes; the primary time is in sameness until it get into illusion. "Rasmus J.W

The Secret principle of universe
“Before Cosmos, the big storm of dark elements; nothing, was in movements, cause the love gravity to
be nothing. All of them got warmer and turned into gases, until they solidified to objects. So Cosmos
is a part of the dual world. “- Rasmus J.W

Love; Island
“The red ocean, orbits the island. Make it to stay, with dreams, until it drowns under the deep and dark
sea. A body is the island, the blood the water and the space, between thoughts and dreams.”
– Rasmus J.W

The space of love
Further out the core, a red ocean surrounds. Over the crusts, we have the continents, where life is. In
the outer, a weightless sky sees, with two hovered symmetrical moons.”
- Rasmus J.W

Eyes of Universe
”Dreams, of two places where time is. Sees and hides. Where it lives, the room is the same that never
change. Every observing is same, and the hovered eyes make us to see dreams by its secretion. For
stars, the Cosmos eyes make dreams to be visible.”
- Rasmus J.W
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The logic to heaven
“So many guards until the death; which protects doors. One is to heaven. They always lie or tell the
truth and cannot change. If we ask how integrate the problem one plus one plus heaven’s direction?,
all of us will come to heaven by the beautiful of deduction. ” - Rasmus J.W

The death speed
Clock dies in sun speed. Time is never going than to same. The relativity theory is visible and the
invisible time in dreams, which slower the inner clock, until the death. Then we going so fast that
everything of past, present and future are same. "- Rasmus J.W

The upwards gravity
The gravity in the end, let objects goes upwards, so things indirectly not fall. Even if it sees, they are a
part of an outer flying that the darkness hides. If the same speed holds, in opposite direction of the
earth axis, movements never change; same for this.

Cosmos – In the sphere shadow
“The upwards gravity, hides a journey to the sphere. When lights, electrons or the soul hit, it turns to
shadow, until the force hit the roof, then a light explodes, to an endless circle.”- Rasmus J.W

The Death paradox
By Rasmus J.W
”Death is here, since birth. Dividing us to pieces of infinites; the room will be thinner but not
disappearing. Either, always alive or dead but not that comes. ”

Love’s relativity
Worm unit of two; goes of excitement and flow motion. The love is changing backwards and
forwards, like the relativity theory of a wormhole when the room is with negative and positive energy;
that is powerful to leave. "- Rasmus J.W
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Last theorem of liar paradox
By Rasmus J.W
“There is no truth. When it add itself again, the equal are two. Terms of infinity, the addition will
never be two. So both sentences is false and no one were true, therefor are all truth indirect false;
t= true
P = 1t+1t (q) = 2t
q = P is true.
r = P are false (s).
i= infinity
s = 1t+1t (i) = 1t
SP= -+=0
0=no truth”

